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Abstract While the hydraulics of tidally dominated groundwater systems have been studied extensively,
tidally induced solute spreading in the fresh-saltwater transition zone of coastal aquifers remains largely
unexplored. Here we systematically quantify tidal impacts on solute mixing and spreading in seawater intru-
sion problems for an idealized homogeneous system. Mixing is characterized by the spatial moments of the
solute concentration distribution and quantified by an effective dispersion coefficient. Parametric analysis
reveals that the key dimensionless parameter controlling the tidal mixing behavior is the tidal mixing num-
ber (ntm) which depends on the tidal amplitude, the period and the hydraulic diffusivity. We find that for
ntm � 600, tides lead to a significant impact on the shape and location of the interface. The maximum effect
on transverse and longitudinal dispersion occurs for large values of storativity, a hydrogeologic parameter
that has been previously understated in terms of its significance. Large storativity implies a nonuniform
hydraulic response to the tidal forcing, such that the resulting nonuniform time-dependent velocity field
enhances mixing. As a result, the interface spreads mainly at the bottom of the aquifer, where the saline
end of the mixing zone migrates seaward, whereas the spatial extent of low salt concentrations migrates
landward. These insights critically underpin quantitative guidance on the inclusion and exclusion of tidal
effects in the analysis of seawater intrusion.

1. Introduction

Groundwater resources have become increasingly and globally threatened by seawater intrusion in coastal
aquifers. About 41% of the world population lives in coastal areas [Mart�ınez et al., 2007], and the impacts of
bore salinization resulting from seawater intrusion have caused significant losses of valuable water resources
and in agricultural production globally [Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 1997]. Moreover, the impacts
and magnitude of such effects are expected to be exacerbated by sea-level rise and climate change. In spite
of the substantial progress in understanding the dynamics of seawater intrusion since the early 1950s, evaluat-
ing and dealing with seawater intrusion problems remains a challenge due to the complexity, spatial and
temporal variability, and uncertainty inherent to these natural flow and transport systems.

Coastal aquifer hydrodynamics and seawater intrusion problems are influenced by transient effects, such as
pumping and tidal oscillations. Accurate quantification of mixing in coastal aquifers is essential to design
water-resources management schemes and environmental remediation strategies and also to analyze
chemical reactions that result from mixing [see e.g., Sanford and Konikow, 1989; Rezaei et al., 2005; De Simoni
et al., 2005]. Oberdorfer et al. [1990] showed that neglecting the enhanced transition zone induced by the
oscillating flow velocities on each tidal cycle leads to gross overestimation of the freshwater resources. How-
ever, the majority of models that attempt to facilitate long-term management of groundwater resources
and to evaluate quality issues in coastal aquifers rarely incorporate the effect of tidal oscillations or provide
an assessment of their importance.

Much effort has been dedicated to study the propagation of tidal water level fluctuations in coastal aquifers.
The first analytical solution to describe groundwater response to tides was derived by Jacob [1950], who
considered a vertical seaside boundary and one-dimensional flow in a confined aquifer. The solution indi-
cates that the amplitude of the tide-induced groundwater head fluctuation decays exponentially with dis-
tance from the coastline whereas the phase lag increases, and that the response to tidal perturbations
depends on the hydraulic diffusivity of the aquifer. Subsequent to the work of Jacob [1950], other analytical
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solutions have been derived for confined aquifers connected to the sea [Van Der Kamp, 1972; Li and Chen,
1991], coastal leaky confined aquifers [Li and Jiao, 2001a] and leaky confined aquifers acknowledging the
effect of the elastic storage of the aquitard [Li and Jiao, 2001b, 2002a; Guarracino et al., 2012]. Although all
these solutions have been applied to estimate hydraulic parameters of coastal aquifers [see e.g., Ferris,
1951; Pandit et al., 1991; Jha et al., 2003], they do not take into account the coupled nature of flow and sol-
ute transport in aquifers with intruded seawater.

The basic description of seawater intrusion was presented by Cooper [1964]. Density differences between
freshwater and seawater cause seawater to intrude inland along the aquifer bottom. Freshwater tends to
overly seawater and a mixing zone develops between them. Seawater disperses across this mixing zone and
is subsequently returned to the sea by freshwater discharge, which leads to the formation of a convection cell
in the saltwater wedge. The magnitude of mixing is controlled by transverse dispersion, which is enhanced by
heterogeneity and temporal flow fluctuations [Cirpka and Attinger, 2003; Dentz and Carrera, 2003]. Therefore,
temporal variability due to tidal forcing is expected to play a significant role in seawater intrusion behavior.

Numerous studies have investigated the impact of temporal flow fluctuations on solute transport in general.
Dentz and Carrera [2003] studied the effect of transient boundary behavior on a passive solute in homoge-
neous and heterogeneous media. They found that longitudinal temporal fluctuations of velocity with con-
stant dispersion only mildly impact on solute dispersion and have little influence on mixing if the medium
is homogeneous. In contrast, Kinzelbach and Ackerer [1986] showed that temporal variations of the flow field
enhance transverse dispersivity whereas longitudinal dispersivity is reduced. Goode and Konikow [1990]
demonstrated that the ratio of local longitudinal to local transverse dispersivity controls the impact of tem-
poral fluctuations on dispersion. However, most these findings were obtained under the pseudo steady
state assumption, that is, the aquifer storativity was assumed to be zero. Furthermore, these previous stud-
ies considered uniform flow fields without any dependence of fluid density on solute concentration.

Therefore, solute spreading and mixing due for the more complex spatiotemporal flow variations that pertain
to seawater intrusion problems have remained largely unexplored to date. A limited number of studies exists
that investigated certain aspects of tidal oscillations on the freshwater-seawater interface [see e.g., Li et al.,
2004]. Inouchi et al. [1990] evaluated the influence of tidal oscillations in confined coastal aquifers. They found
that tides lead to enhanced transition zones in the case of velocity-dependent dispersion coefficient, espe-
cially for large values of the storage coefficient. Underwood et al. [1992] studied the propagation of tidal fluctu-
ations in a two-layer atoll island groundwater system and concluded that the width of the mixing zone is
mainly controlled by short-term tidal fluctuations and the amplitude. Ataie-Ashtiani et al. [1999] conducted
numerical experiments to examine the effects of tidal fluctuations on seawater intrusion in an unconfined
aquifer evaluating the impact of the beach slope and different landward boundary conditions. The tides were
found to cause the seawater to intrude further inland, and it was noted that the enhanced mixing zone within
a tidal cycle did not vary significantly. Recently, Lu et al. [2009] and Lu and Luo [2010] demonstrated that tidal
oscillations combined with kinetic mass transfer effects between mobile and immobile zones may significantly
widen the mixing zone and that the mixing enhancement is mainly controlled by the unsynchronized behav-
ior of concentrations in the mobile and immobile domain. Finally, a different category of studies have investi-
gated the highly variable groundwater flow and mixing patterns in response to tides in shallow unconfined
coastal aquifers beneath a sloping beach. In these systems, tidal oscillations lead to the formation of an upper
saline plume within the intertidal zone, which has been studied using numerical models [see e.g., Boufadel,
2000; Vandenbohede and Lebbe, 2006; Robinson et al., 2007a,b; Kuan et al., 2012] and in the field [see e.g.,
Lebbe, 1999; Robinson et al., 2006; Henderson et al., 2010; Abarca et al., 2013].

While all these investigations provide valuable insights into tidally driven systems, the effect of tides on the
seawater-freshwater mixing zone has been addressed mainly through analysis based on visual inspection of
the salinity contours, and little research effort has been devoted to systematic and rigorous quantification
of tidal impacts on solute mixing and spreading in seawater intrusion problems. The objective of this study
is to identify the controls of tidally driven dynamics, with emphasis on the quantification of the effects of
tidal fluctuations on solute mixing and spreading in coastal aquifers. To this end, we consider an idealized
homogeneous system with a vertical seaside boundary. The effects of sloping beaches and kinetic mass
transfer are not considered. We first present dimensionless forms of coupled flow and transport equations
in order to identify the relevant dimensionless numbers for tidally influenced seawater intrusion problems.
We define four measurable diagnostics which characterize the transition zone and the interface location,
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and investigate their temporal
behavior for different values
of the tidal amplitude, period,
storativity and hydraulic con-
ductivity. The enhanced solute
mixing is evaluated by an
effective dispersion coefficient
based on the temporal varia-
tion of the second moments
of the concentration distribu-
tion. Finally, we analyze the
results for the quasi-steady

state in order to quantify the system’s dependence on the dimensionless numbers. The enhanced under-
standing and quantification of the interplay between tidal oscillations and mixing mechanisms developed
in this study is expected to contribute to a more realistic simulation of tidally dominated groundwater
systems.

2. Concepts and Methods

2.1. Problem Statement
We consider an horizontal coastal aquifer of constant thickness b [L] with a specific freshwater discharge
from inland qf [LT21]. The aquifer is assumed to be anisotropic and homogeneous. A three-dimensional
coordinate system is adopted, with the z axis pointing vertically upward and the x axis pointing inland
orthogonally to the shore. The tidal fluctuation of the sea level is assumed to be sinusoidal and it is repre-
sented by time-varying pressures or equivalent freshwater heads, hðz; tÞ, at all depths along the shoreline,
see Figure 1.

2.2. Dimensional Analysis
Primed variables (e.g., q0) represent dimensionless variables, whereas the prime is suppressed (e.g., q) for
their physical dimensional counterparts. Dimensionless coordinates are defined in terms of the tidal ampli-
tude A [L]. Fluid density, q [ML23], is assumed to be a linear function of the salt mass fraction x [MM21]
(mass of dissolved salt per unit mass of fluid) as q5qf 11�x0ð Þ, with x0 the dimensionless salt mass fraction
x05x=xs, where xs is the salt mass fraction in seawater, and � the buoyancy factor given by �5 qs2qfð Þ=qf ,
with qf and qs the freshwater and seawater densities, respectively.

The dimensionless density, equivalent freshwater head, Darcy’s velocity and time are defined, respectively, as
follows:

q05
q
qs
; h05hSs;q05

q
A=s

; t05
t
s
; (1)

where s [T] is the tidal period and Ss [L21] is the specific storage coefficient defined as Ss5qg ð12/Þbm1/bx½ �,
in terms of the gravitational acceleration, g [LT22], the porosity, / [L3L23], the water compressibility, bx [LT2M21],
4:47310210 ms2kg21 for pure water at 20�C, and the bulk porous matrix compressibility, bm [LT2M21], which
ranges from 10210 for sound bedrock to about 1027 ms2kg21 for clay [Freeze and Cherry, 1979].

Using these definitions, fluid mass conservation in the absence of sources and sinks [see e.g., Bear, 1972] is
recast in a dimensionless form and written for convenience in terms of equivalent freshwater head
(h5p=qf g1z with p being the fluid pressure [ML21T2]), which leads to

q0
@h0

@t0
1

�

ð�11Þ/
@x0

@t0
5r0 � ðq0q0Þ; (2)

where r0 expresses the dimensionless form of the nabla operator.

For the coastal aquifer conditions considered here, equation (2) is subject to a prescribed flux qf, with a salt
mass fraction equal to x50 kg/kg, along the inland boundary and periodic prescribed equivalent

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the seawater intrusion problem, boundary conditions
and normalized salinity contours (25, 50, and 75%) under nontidal (black contours) and tidal
(red contours) conditions considering a tidal amplitude of A51m and a period of s50.5
days.
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freshwater head (hðz; tÞ) representing a semidiurnal tide at the coast, which in terms of dimensionless varia-
bles are expressed, respectively, as:

q0f jx05Lx=A5n2
tm
@h0

@x0

h0ðz0; t0Þjx0505
ftm

n2
tm

�11
�

� �
sin2pt0ð Þ2z0

� �
;

(3)

where the following dimensionless numbers are defined

ntm5
1
A

ffiffiffiffiffi
ks
Ss

s
; ftm5

k�s
A
; (4)

where k [LT21] denotes freshwater conductivity. The tidal mixing number, ntm, relates the tidal amplitude
and the aquifer’s tidal propagation parameter [Li and Jiao, 2001a], and ftm denotes the ratio of buoyancy, k�,
to the characteristic velocity defined as A=s.

The transport equation in dimensionless form is given by

q0x0
@h0

@t0
1 q01

�

ð�11Þx
0

� �
/
@x0

@t0
5

r0 � ðq0q0x0Þ2r0 � q0 n2
tmD01bmI

� �
rx0

� �
;

(5)

where I the identity matrix. The dimensionless dispersion tensor is given by

D0ij5dij
a0T

n2
tm
jq0j1

a0L2a0T
� �

n2
tm

q0i q
0
j

jq0j ; i; j5x; y; z (6)

where dij is the Kronecker delta and a0T 5aT=A and a0L5aL=A are the dimensionless transverse and longitudi-
nal dispersivities, respectively. The inverse Peclet number

bm5
Dm/s

A2
; (7)

compares the period of the fluctuation to the characteristic diffusion time over a distance of the tidal ampli-
tude, with Dm the molecular diffusion coefficient [L2T21].

The dimensionless transport equation (5) is subject to a nondispersion boundary condition at the seaside
boundary (x050), which is defined as follows

2 q0q0x02n2
tmq0D0r0x0

� �
� n5

qq0 � n if q0 � n < 0

qq0 � nx0 if q0 � n > 0;

(
(8)

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary and pointing outward. This implies that the salt mass fraction
equals either that of seawater (x051) for inflowing portions of the boundary or that of the resident mass fraction
for outflowing portions. The top and bottom boundaries are assumed as no flow of both salt and water.

2.3. Numerical Methodology
An idealized coastal aquifer of finite areal extent (1003140310 m3) is considered in this study. Computer sim-
ulations were performed with SUTRA [Voss and Provost, 2002]. Figure 1 depicts the model geometry, boundary
conditions and salt mass fraction distribution (25%, 50%, and 75% normalized salinity contours) under nonti-
dal conditions (black lines) and including tidal fluctuations (red lines) considering a tidal amplitude of A51m
and a semidiurnal period. To quantify the effects of tides on solute mixing, models were initially run to steady
state with no tides. Tidal oscillations were then superimposed and models were run until the dynamic quasi-
steady state for both heads and concentrations is reached. Several sets of simulations were carried out to eval-
uate the impact of tides on the interface. Runs were performed by independently varying the tidal amplitude,
the period, the hydraulic conductivity and the specific storage coefficient.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters used for all numerical experiments conducted in this study. Although the
most extreme values are not expected to occur in natural systems, they have been included to emphasize the
individual effect of these parameters.
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The numerical dispersion in SUTRA
depends on the square of the velocity and
the time step length [Woods et al., 2003].
Thus, the time step used in each simulation
was defined by minimizing the numerical
error induced by the code (Dt < 2D=q2

f ).
The mesh Peclet number (Pe) and discreti-
zation were defined to ensure accuracy
and numerical stability (Pe < 4) [Voss,
1984]. Thus, the model domain was discre-
tized into 506,880 cells with a cell size of
0.7530.7530.5 m.

We focus on the case where local mixing is
represented by a velocity-dependent dis-

persion. However, in order to gain some insight into the relative contributions of dispersion and molecular
diffusion to the mixing process, one scenario involving constant dispersion (constant scalar diffusion coeffi-
cient) was investigated. However, due to the fact that realistic values for the molecular diffusion coefficient
(Dm � 1e-9m2s21) lead to narrow mixing zones, the molecular diffusion coefficient used for the diffusive
case was increased by two orders of magnitude (Dm 5 1e-7m2s21), so that the interface obtained under
nontidal conditions is similar to that obtained from the dispersive case without tides.

2.4. Diagnostic Variables
We define four measurable diagnostics to gain a quantitative understanding of the problem and compare
the behaviors of the tidal and nontidal models.

Spatial moments of concentration provide valuable information on the characterization of solute mixing
and spreading in groundwater systems [see e.g., Dentz et al., 2000a, 2000b; Cirpka and Kitanidis, 2000].
However, they have been rarely used to assess seawater intrusion problems [see e.g., Robinson et al.,
2007a, 2007b; Eeman et al., 2011a]. In this study, the spatial moments of concentration are calculated to
quantitatively characterize the impact of the tidally driven circulation on the width of the transition zone
and the interface penetration. We analyzed the following measurable diagnostics:

1. Center of mass (Figure 2a). The center of mass (Cx ;Cz)(t) is defined by the zeroth and first moments of the
concentration distribution, Mð0ÞðtÞ and Mð1ÞðtÞ, respectively, and reads as

CjðtÞ5
Mð1Þj ðtÞ
Mð0ÞðtÞ ; (9)

where j5x; z and Mð0ÞðtÞ and Mð1Þj ðtÞ are given, respectively, by

Mð0ÞðtÞ5
ð ð

xðx; z; tÞdxdz (10)

Mð1Þj ðtÞ5
ð ð

xðx; z; tÞjdxdz; (11)

2. Width of the mixing zone and longitudinal mixing length. In seawater intrusion problems, the width of
the mixing zone is typically defined as either the vertical or horizontal distance between two specific iso-
concentration contour lines [see e.g., Abarca et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2009; Watson et al., 2010]. In the present
study, we quantify the width of the mixing zone by computing the spatial moments of the distribution
gzðz; tjxÞ, the scaled and normalized by its zeroth moment salt mass fraction distribution, given by

gzðz; tjxÞ5 xðx; z; tÞðxs2xðx; z; tÞÞð
xðx; z; tÞðxs2xðx; z; tÞÞdz

(12)

The longitudinal mixing length is quantified by the spatial moments of the distribution gxðx; tjzÞ, which is
defined analogously. Vertical and horizontal profiles of gzðz; tjxÞ and gxðx; tjzÞ, respectively, are shown in
Figure 2b as black and gray dashed lines.

The spatial variance r2
z ðx; tÞ in the vertical direction is derived from the first and second moments of gzðz; tjxÞ,

Table 1. Parameters Used in Numerical Simulations

Parameter Value Description

k (md21) 14.7–147 Hydraulic conductivity
kx=kz 1.6 Anisotropy ratio
Ss (m21) 0–7.3e-3 Specific storage coefficient
b (m) 10 Aquifer thickness
/ 0.25 Porosity
aLmax5aLmidðmÞ 1.65 Max./Mid. longitudinal dispersivity
aLminðmÞ 0.165 Min. longitudinal dispersivity
aT ðmÞ 0.165 Transverse dispersivity
Dm (m2 d21) 8.6e-5 Molecular diffusion coefficient
l (kgm21 d21) 86.4 Freshwater viscosity
qf (md21) 8.25e-2 Inland freshwater influx
A (m) 0.25-1.5 Tidal amplitude
s (d) 0.25-1 Tide period
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r2
z ðx; tÞ5fmð2Þz ðx; tÞ2mð1Þz ðx; tÞ mð1Þz ðx; tÞg; (13)

with mð1Þz ðx; tÞ and mð2Þz ðx; tÞ given, respectively, by

mð1Þz ðx; tÞ5
ð

gzðz; tjxÞzdz (14)

mð2Þz ðx; tÞ5
ð

gzðz; tjxÞz2dz (15)

The spatial variance r2
xðz; tÞ in the horizontal direction is defined in analogy to r2

z ðx; tÞ, equation (13). The
width and longitudinal mixing length of the transition zone are characterized by the standard deviations, rz

(x, t) and rx (z, t), respectively. Figures 2c and 2d displays the distribution of the longitudinal mixing length
and the width of the mixing zone along the z and x directions, respectively. Because the width of the mixing
zone and the longitudinal mixing length are not constant along the interface, we compute the averaged
values along the aquifer thickness and the interface penetration, hrzi (t) and hrxi (t), respectively, see Fig-
ures 2c and 2d, dashed lines. For illustration, note that 2:4rx and 2:4rz quantify the distance between 10%
and 90% isoconcentration contour lines in the respective directions.

3. Length of the toe. The length of the toe, L, is usually defined as the distance between the seaside bound-
ary and the point where the 50% mixing contour line intersects the aquifer bottom (L50%). Given that the
drinking water standard is around x050:01 [Voss and Souza, 1987], we also consider the lengths of the toe
based on the 10% and 1% mixing contour lines, Figure 2a.

4. Mixing volume. The mixing volume Vm (t) [L3/L] represents the mixing-zone volume per unit length of coast-
line bounded by 0.1 (xmin) and 0.9 (xmax) normalized concentration contour lines (Figure 2a) and it is defined as

VmðtÞ5
ð
Va

H xðx; z; tÞ2xmin½ �H xmax2xðx; z; tÞ½ �dxdz; (16)

where Va is the bulk aquifer volume, and HðxÞ is the Heaviside step function, which is 1 if the argument x
� 0 and 0 otherwise.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Transient Behavior
Figures 3 and 4 display the impact of tides on the transient behavior of the center of mass, the width of the
mixing zone and longitudinal mixing length with respect to the nontidal situation, for different tidal

Figure 2. Variables of interest to quantify the effects of tidal fluctuations on the seawater wedge. (a) Center of mass (Cx , Cz ), gray color rep-
resents the mixing volume (Vm) and the arrows indicate the three lengths of the toe defined with respect the 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5 normalized
concentration contour lines. (b) Vertical, black dashed lines, and horizontal, gray dashed lines, profiles of the distributions of gzðz; tjxÞ and
gxðx; tjzÞ, respectively (equation (12)). (c) Longitudinal mixing length, rx (z, t), and (d) width of mixing zone, rz (x, t), along the interface,
the dashed lines represent the averaged values along the aquifer thickness and the interface penetration.
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amplitudes, periods and storativity values. In the following, nontidal variables are marked by the superscript
nt. For example, Cj=Cnt

j < 1 in Figure 3 implies that there is a seaward and upward migration of the center
of mass in the tidal case compared to the nontidal case. Note that, normalizing the averaged width of the
mixing zone and longitudinal mixing length by the nontidal results (hrji=hrnt

j i in Figure 4) allows for a sys-
tematic analysis of the tidal impact on the transition zone, because the results are independent of of the
choice of two specific isoconcentration contour lines to characterize the transition zone.

Different stages are apparent in the transient behavior of the freshwater-seawater interface when tidal fluctua-
tions are included. At early times, flow and transport are predominantly controlled by viscous forces driven by
tidal effects. Tidally driven periodic flow reversals lead to a considerable and accelerated enhancement of the
transition zone (note the logarithmic scale on the time axis of Figure 4), and causes the saltwater-freshwater
interface to migrate landward until it reaches a maximum (Cmax

x in Figure 3). Tidally driven forces are then bal-
anced by the freshwater discharge from inland and, as a result, the transverse and longitudinal growth of the
interface evolves slowly to an asymptotic long-time value, which implies, after the temporary landward shift, a
seaward migration of the center of mass until the periodic quasi-steady state is reached (Css

x in Figure 3). A simi-
lar temporary landward movement of the interface beyond the final steady state position has been previously
found in response to instantaneous sea-level rise [Watson et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2011b; Morgan et al., 2013].

For small specific storage coefficient (Figure 3a) tidal fluctuations cause the center of mass in steady state
to slightly retreat seaward compared to the nontidal situation. Small storativity implies an instantaneous
flow response to hydraulic perturbation and, therefore, solute transport behavior is controlled here by the
ratio of the tidal amplitude to the period (A=s). In contrast, large storativity causes fluctuations in the flow
boundary conditions to propagate through the aquifer with a spatially variable speed, which implies a
delayed groundwater flow response. The resulting nonuniform time-dependent velocity field enhances mix-
ing. Therefore, when the storage coefficient is large, even with a small amplitude, tides lead to considerable
spreading of the mixing zone. As a consequence, there is also a sizeable landward migration of the center
of mass at the quasi-steady state compared to the nontidal case (Figure 3b).

Figure 3. Time evolution of the horizontal (a, b) and vertical (c, d) components of the center of mass when tidal fluctuations are included,
showing the combined effect of separately varying the tidal amplitude, A(m) and (left) period, s(d), and (right) storativity Ss(m

21). The
superscript nt stands for the nontidal results.
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Tidal fluctuations have the largest impact on the spreading of the interface at the bottom of the aquifer. As
a result, the slope of the interface steepens and therefore the center of mass migrates upward (Figure 3,
bottom). Furthermore, in all tested scenarios the vertical component of the center of mass responds signifi-
cantly faster than the horizontal component. This result is in agreement with [Watson et al., 2010], who sug-
gested that there is a faster response of the depth of the seawater wedge to the hydraulic perturbation
than the horizontal penetration response.

Longitudinal and transverse mixing mechanisms induced by tides strongly depend on the storativity, which
was noted earlier by Inouchi et al. [1990]. Here we analyze this aspect in more detail. Our results show that,
when the storage coefficient is small, the effects of tidal fluctuations on the width of the transition zone are
comparable to the effects on the longitudinal mixing length (which is apparent from the similarity of the
red lines in the left and right plots in Figure 4). Conversely, when the storage coefficient is large, tides cause
the transition zone to spread more in the longitudinal than in the transverse direction (which can be seen
from the different shapes of the blue lines between the left and right plots in Figure 4).

The impact of tides on mixing mechanisms can further be analyzed in terms of effective dispersion coeffi-
cients. Effective dispersion is defined as the temporal growth rate of the second moments of the concentra-
tion distribution. This concept has been widely employed to quantify mixing [Aris, 1956]. Indeed, for
transport of contaminant plumes in heterogeneous porous media the effective dispersion coefficients quan-
tify the physical spreading and mixing of the plume, and they evolve with time until they converge to a
constant asymptotic value [see e.g., Kitanidis, 1988; Rajaram and Gelhar, 1993; Attinger et al., 1999; Dentz
et al., 2000a]. In seawater intrusion problems, longitudinal dispersivity controls the horizontal spreading of
the interface mainly at the bottom of the seawater wedge, whereas transverse dispersion broadens the mix-
ing zone throughout the entire aquifer thickness [Abarca et al., 2006]. Therefore, transverse and longitudinal
effective dispersion coefficients may be evaluated from enhancement of both the width and the longitudi-
nal mixing length of the transition zone, respectively. In this case, due to the nature of the problem, when
the quasi-steady state is attained and the width and longitudinal mixing length reach the constant asymp-
totic values, the effective dispersion coefficients are expected to converge to zero.

Effective longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients are derived from the growth in time of the spatial
variance of the concentration distribution (equation (13)) normalized by the product of freshwater discharge
from inland and the longitudinal mixing length or the width of the mixing zone, under nontidal conditions,

D0jðtÞ5
1

2hrnt
j iqf

dhr2
jiðtÞ

dt
; (17)

with j5x; z for the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients, respectively.

Figure 5 illustrates the temporal behavior of the effective transverse and longitudinal dispersion coeffi-
cients showing the effect of varying separately tidal amplitude, period, hydraulic conductivity and stora-
tivity. When tidal fluctuations are included, tidal forcing leads to an accelerated widening of the mixing
zone which causes the variance to increase with time and, as a consequence, the effective dispersion

Figure 4. Temporal behavior of (a) the width of the mixing zone and (b) the longitudinal mixing length when tidal fluctuations are
included, showing the effect of varying the storativity Ss (m21), color lines, for s50.5d and three different values of the tidal amplitude,
A51, 0.5 and 0.25m, solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively.
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coefficients to increase toward
their maximum. The induced
growth of the transition zone
evolves then to an asymptotic
long-time value when the new
dynamic steady state is reached
(see Figure 4), which causes the
effective dispersion coefficients
to evolve to zero. Numerical
results indicate that, for differ-
ent aquifer settings, longitudi-
nal and transverse dispersion
coefficients reach rapidly their
maximum at the first tidal cycle
(t5s), and then evolve slightly
to zero when the transition
zone is close to equilibrium. It
is worth noting that transport
time scales from tens to hun-
dreds of days are required to
reach the quasi-steady state,
much longer than those
reported from laboratory-scale
experiments [Kuan et al., 2012].

In the behavior of a solute
tracer-test plume, fluctuations
parallel to the main flow direc-
tions only cause the whole
plume to be displaced back and
forth around its mean position,
and they have been found to
hardly change solute dispersion
coefficients [de Dreuzy et al.,
2012]. However, as illustrated in

Figure 5, in seawater intrusion problems, due to a velocity field that is spatially nonuniform, tidal fluctua-
tions significantly impact on both longitudinal and transverse dispersion.

An increase in the tidal amplitude causes the velocities in the saltwater body to increase, which leads to a
wider mixing zone (equation (6)). Thus, when the tidal amplitude is increased from 1 to 1.5 meters for the
parameter settings shown in Figure 5, the maximum change in dispersion obtained is almost 2 times
greater, but the quasi-steady state is reached at roughly the same time. This suggests that, although the
transition zone is broadened, the tidal amplitude appears to mildly affect the temporal behavior of mixing.

Decreasing the period causes faster seawater circulation which results in enhanced dispersion [Underwood
et al., 1992]. When the period of the fluctuation is reduced from 0.5 to 0.25 days for the parameter settings
shown in Figure 5, the effective dispersion becomes 2.4 times greater (Figure 5, red lines). Furthermore, the
period mildly impacts on the transient behavior of the transition zone, see Figure 5b inset. The shorter the
period, the longer the time to reach the new dynamic equilibrium. In fact, the time to reach new steady
state conditions in response to instantaneous sea level rise, that can be seen as the most extreme case with
s50, can range from several years to several centuries [Watson et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2011a; Lu and
Werner, 2013].

Furthermore, the simulations reveal that increasing the storage coefficient leads to enhanced effective lon-
gitudinal and transverse dispersion. As previously discussed, this behavior is due to its effect on both the
amplitude and the time lag of the groundwater level response. Moreover, the storage coefficient affects the
time to reach the quasi-steady state for the longitudinal dispersion coefficient (Figure 5b). An increase in

Figure 5. Time evolution of (a) the transverse and (b) the longitudinal dispersion coeffi-
cients when tidal fluctuations are included, showing the combined effect of varying sepa-
rately the tidal amplitude, A(m), period, s(d), hydraulic conductivity (k) and storativity
Ss(m

21). The inset magnifies the effects of the tidal period and storativity on the behavior of
Dx between 50 and 200 days.
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the storativity causes a nonuni-
form response to the tidal
oscillations which is mani-
fested by an increase in the
time to reach equilibrium. In
contrast, an increase in the
hydraulic conductivity pro-
motes a less delayed, and
therefore uniform, response to
tidal oscillations and, conse-
quently, the time to reach the
new dynamic equilibrium is
shorter and there is only a
slight increase in effective
dispersion.

It should be pointed out that
once inland groundwater flow
balances the perturbation due
to tidal forcing, the interface
contracts in the longitudinal
direction at the bottom of the
aquifer and, as a result, the
spreading length decreases
until converging to the asymp-
totic value (Figure 4b). There-
fore, as shown in Figure 5b,
longitudinal dispersion
becomes negative until reach-
ing the quasi-steady state.

Some previous studies suggest
that once the quasi-steady state is reached the concentration distribution in coastal aquifers does not fluc-
tuate significantly over a tidal cycle [see e.g., Ataie-Ashtiani et al., 1999; Eeman et al., 2011b]. To further
explore this effect, we study the time evolution of the center of mass around its mean position once the
periodic quasi-steady state has been reached. Our results corroborate these previous findings as can be
inferred from the migration of the center of mass around its mean position, Ck , over two tidal cycles (t52s),
which is shown in Figure 6. The results reveal that, as expected, when the storativity is small there is no
time lag between the tidal signal and the interface response. In contrast, significant time lags are obtained
for a larger value of the storage coefficient, especially for the horizontal component of the center of mass.
Furthermore, in these cases, tidal fluctuations cause the transition zone to be more displaced back than
forth around its mean position. That is, the behavior of the horizontal component of the center of mass is
asymmetric.

Figure 7a depicts the temporal variation of the width of the mixing zone around its mean value hrzi over a
tidal cycle once the quasi-steady state is reached. A schematic description of the influence of tides on the
shape of the interface is shown in Figure 7b, where the widening and contraction of the mixing zone at
four specific times within one period is illustrated with red and blue salinity contours for small and large
storativiy, respectively.

When the storativity is small (Figure 7a, red lines), two maximum values for the width of the transition zone
are reached over a tidal cycle, and they occur roughly at the highest and lowest sea level. On the other
hand, for a larger value of the storage coefficient the temporal behavior of the width of the mixing zone is
more complicated (Figure 7a, blue lines). In this case, when the sea level rises from the mean level, first
quarter, the saline end of the mixing zone moves landward, while the freshwater end remains unaffected,
and, as a consequence, the width of the mixing zone decreases (see Figure 7b1 solid arrow and solid blue
lines). However, before the sea level reaches its highest level, the freshwater end of the interface starts to

Figure 6. Temporal behavior of the horizontal and vertical components of the center of
mass over two tidal cycles once the periodic quasi-steady state is reached for (top) Ss57.4e-
5 m21 and (bottom) Ss57.3e-3 m21. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent results for
A50.25, 0.5 and 1m, respectively.
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migrate landward causing the
transition zone to increase (Fig-
ure 7b1 dashed arrow and
dashed blue lines). In the sec-
ond quarter, when the sea
level falls to the mean level
from the highest level, the
freshwater end of the interface
is pushed seaward and then
the width of the mixing zone
decreases. During the third
quarter, the sea level falls from
the mean level to the lowest
level, and there is a seaward
migration of the saline end of
the interface leading to an
increase in the width of mixing
zone. Thus, for the case of large
storativity, the maximum
growth of the transition zone
occurs at the end of the third
quarter, when the sea level
reaches its lowest level. When
the freshwater level rises from
the lowest level there is a land-
ward migration of the saline
end of the interface which
implies a decrease in the width
of the mixing zone. However,
there is only a small increase in
the mixing zone once the new
steady state is reached, which
is consistent with the previous
work [see e.g., Cartwright et al.,
2004; Morrow et al., 2010].

Ataie-Ashtiani et al. [1999]
found that a constant head inland boundary condition might increase the effects of tidal fluctuations on
the interface. In order to explore the influence of the boundary condition at the inland boundary, selected
additional simulations involving a prescribed head at this boundary were carried out. Although small dif-
ferences were observed in the salt mass fraction distributions for the two boundary cases, the four diag-
nostics obtained from the prescribed flux and the prescribed head models followed an identical trend as
a function of the tidal mixing number (not shown here). Therefore, we have confirmed that our results are
independent of the choice of the inland boundary condition. In addition to that, in order to investigate
the influence of the prescribed freshwater flux from inland (qf) on the mixing behavior, two different
scenarios increasing and decreasing qf were carried out. Similar relative mixing behaviors (similar asymp-
totic values) were obtained from these simulations and there was only a small impact on the transient
behavior.

3.2. Steady State Behavior
In order to investigate the controls on tidal mixing dynamics, we analyze and quantify the impact of tidal
fluctuations on the four diagnostics defined in section 2.4. at the quasi-steady state. We first analyze the
influence of the representation of local mixing mechanisms on tidal mixing behavior. Thus, we consider a
purely diffusive case that is characterized by D50 in equation (5). In this case, the impact of the spatial-
temporal variations in the velocity flow field driven by tidal forcing on mixing are not taken into account.

Figure 7. Temporal behavior of the width of the mixing zone over two tidal cycles once the
periodic quasi-steady state is reached for Ss57.4e-5 m21 and Ss57.3e-3 m21, red and blue
lines, respectively, and A51m (top). Schematic description of the influence of tides on the
shape of the interface showing the widening and contraction of the mixing zone at four
specific times within one period.
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Figure 8 illustrates the salt mass fraction distributions at the quasi-steady state and also the nontidal situa-
tion for the dispersive and diffusive cases considering different values for the tidal amplitude and storativity.
Note that diffusive results do not show any significant difference when tidal oscillations are included com-
pared to the nontidal situation. Results, therefore, reveal that temporal fluctuations in a homogeneous
medium do not lead to enhanced mixing and spreading when local mixing is represented by a constant dis-
persion coefficient, as previously demonstrated by Dentz and Carrera [2003] and de Dreuzy et al. [2012]. In
contrast, tides significantly affect the location and shape of the saltwater wedge for the dispersive cases.
That is, the interaction of tides with local dispersion related to the nonuniform time-dependent velocity
field strongly influences the mixing behavior in the freshwater-seawater interface.

It is interesting to note that the spatial extent of the width of the mixing zone and longitudinal mixing
length along the transition zone for the dispersive case increases from top to bottom in presence of tidal
oscillations. An increase in the tidal amplitude causes the interface to spread mainly at the bottom of the
aquifer, as pointed out earlier. This is because at the bottom of the aquifer the concentration gradient and
saltwater flow velocity vectors are parallel and freshwater flow velocities are lowest such that the pushing
of the interface seaward is restricted. The same behavior is observed for an increase in the storage coeffi-
cient. Therefore, tidal effects may be a plausible explanation for wide mixing zones characterized by signifi-
cant spreading at the bottom of the aquifer which have been reported in field studies [see e.g., Kohout,
1964; Langevin, 2003].

Figure 8. Effect of tides on the salt mass fraction distribution considering a constant (purely diffusive) and a velocity-dependent (dispersive) dispersion coefficient as local mixing mecha-
nism, showing the effect of separately varying the storativity and tidal amplitude.
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Figure 9 displays the three lengths of the toe defined (a–c) and the center of mass (d and e) with respect to
the nontidal results as a function of the tidal mixing number ntm, equation (4). As expected, when the stora-
tivity and tidal amplitude are small, tidal oscillations have a negligible influence on the extent of the sea-
water wedge (dark-blue dots).

For the cases with Ss57:4e-5 m21, and as the tidal amplitude increases, tidal forcing leads to a seaward
retreat of the 50% mixing isoline seaward (L50%), whereas L10% and L1% remain almost unaltered, which
causes the center of mass to be slightly pushed seaward. The maximum horizontal and vertical migration of
the center of mass obtained for the case of A51m is of approximately 0.5m and 0.2m, respectively (Figure
3, blue dots). On the other hand, when the storativity is increased (Ss > 3:7e-4 m21) tidal oscillations induce
not only a seaward migration of L50%, but also a significant landward migration of L10% and L1%. We
observed this particularly for the larger tidal amplitude cases, in which the center of mass migrates further
inland. Thus, for Ss57.3e-3 m21 and A51 m we obtain a L10% and L1% landward migration of about 10 m
and 16 m, respectively, and a L50% seaward migration of 7 m. Clearly, tides lead to a seaward migration of
the saline end and a landward migration of the low salt concentration end of the transition zone, in particu-
lar for large values of the storage coefficient (Figure 9, red dots).

Figure 9. Numerical results for the length of the toe defined with respect the 1%, 10%, and 50% mixing isolines (L1%, L10% and L50%,
respectively) and the components of the center of mass with respect to the nontidal situation, in terms of the dimensionless constant ntm.
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Figure 10 illustrates the mixing
volume, the width of the mix-
ing zone and longitudinal mix-
ing length with respect to the
nontidal situation as a function
of the inverse of the tidal mix-
ing number ntm. The three
diagnostics show similar
behavior in response to tidal
oscillations, and increase with
increasing the inverse of the
tidal mixing number. It should
be pointed out that the width
of the mixing zone increases
asymptotically with the inverse
of the tidal mixing number
because the vertical enhance-
ment of the transition zone is
limited by the aquifer thick-
ness. The impact of tides is sig-
nificant for large tidal
amplitude or storativity values
and short tidal periods. Thus,
for the most critical case eval-
uated in this study (Ss57.3e-
3 m21 and A51 m), the result-
ing mixing volume, width of
the mixing zone and longitudi-
nal mixing length become 5, 2
and 2.9 times larger than those
for the nontidal case.

4. Summary and
Conclusions

We have systematically quanti-
fied the effects of tidal oscilla-
tions on the freshwater-
seawater transition zone in
homogeneous coastal aquifers.
A dimensional analysis was
performed to identify the con-
trols of tidally driven dynamics.
The key dimensionless parame-
ter controlling tide-induced
mixing and spreading is the
tidal mixing number, which
depends on the tidal ampli-
tude, the period and the

hydraulic diffusivity and is defined as ntm5ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ks=Ss

p
Þ=A. Four measurable diagnostics have been evaluated

to characterize the impact of the tidally driven circulation on mixing and spreading behavior of the inter-
face. We evaluated (I) the center of mass and (II) the length of the toe considering the 50%, 10% and 1%
mixing contour lines, in order to quantify tidal impacts on the interface penetration, (III) the width and lon-
gitudinal mixing length of the transition zone and (IV) the mixing volume. Furthermore, the enhanced

Figure 10. Numerical results for the mixing volume, the width of the mixing zone and longi-
tudinal mixing length with respect to the nontidal situation in terms of the dimensionless
constant ntm.
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solute mixing is quantified by an effective dispersion coefficient, defined as the growth rate of the second
moments of the concentration distribution.

Numerical results provide evidence that tidal oscillations only lead to enhanced transition zones when local
mixing is represented by a velocity-dependent dispersion. Our results clearly demonstrate that the tidal
forcing causes the width and longitudinal spreading of the transition zone to increase. Furthermore, tides
induce a seaward migration of the inland position of the toe related to the 50% mixing contour line, L50%,
whereas the low salt concentrations, indicated by L1%, migrates further inland. This impact of tidal forcing
on solute spreading is particulary significant along the aquifer bottom.

Tidal effects increase with tidal amplitude, which causes the flow velocity in the saltwater wedge and then
dispersion to increase, and shorter periods, which promote faster fluctuations of the flow field which in turn
enhanced spreading. The impact of tides on the interface also depends on the hydraulic diffusivity. Thus,
small hydraulic diffusivity, that is, large storativity or low hydraulic conductivity, tends to favor a nonuniform
response of the flow field to the tidal perturbation. Consequently, the induced spatial and temporal varia-
tions in the velocity flow field lead, through local dispersion, to increased mixing.

The tidal mixing number ntm provides a fundamentally new way to quantify the effects of tidal fluctua-
tions on the location and shape of the freshwater-seawater interface. Tidal oscillations cause the width of
the mixing zone to increase with the inverse of the tidal mixing number toward an asymptotic value that
is determined by the aquifer thickness. However, the longitudinal mixing length as well as the mixing
volume increase with the inverse of the tidal mixing number. This demonstrates that tidal oscillations
may cause a dramatic increase of the shape of the mixing zone. Mixing induced by tides may be negligi-
ble for large ntm values, but is sharply enhanced and becomes significant for ntm � 600. Therefore, the
dimensional analysis and numerical results provide quantitative guidance on when consideration of tides
to analyze seawater intrusion problems is imperative. It also helps to decide when the potential impact
of tides on the mixing zone may have to be taken into account when the volume of sea water in the aqui-
fer is used as an indicator of seawater intrusion [Werner et al., 2012], or the assessment of recoverable
freshwater resources [Oberdorfer et al., 1990].

We also analyzed the dependence of the effective dispersion coefficients on tidal amplitude, period,
hydraulic conductivity as well as storativity. The longitudinal and transverse effective dispersion coefficients
assume their maximum for t5s, and then evolve slightly to zero until the periodic quasi-steady state is
reached. We found that solute dispersion increases consistently with storativity. Most importantly, the con-
tributions of tidal oscillations to the longitudinal dispersion coefficient are slightly larger than those to the
transverse dispersion coefficient for large storativity, whereas they are similar for small storativity.

The average semidiurnal tidal amplitude is about 0.5 m around the world [Schwiderski, 1980; Schrama and
Ray, 1994]. For this amplitude, the width of the mixing zone and longitudinal mixing length may increase
from 2 times for large storativity (unconfined aquifers) to 1.2 times for small storativity (confined aquifers).
Hence, we may conclude that tidal oscillations even with a small amplitude may significantly contribute to
enhance longitudinal as well as transverse spreading of the interface. This may have important implications
for the understanding of mixing and reaction processes in unconfined groundwater systems.

This study has only examined the impact of simple sinusoidal fluctuations of the sea level on the fresh-
saltwater transition zone in coastal aquifers. The time scales to reach the new dynamic steady state range
from tens to hundreds of days. However, tides have multiple harmonic constituent signals such that their
response on the flow field may lead to more complex and transient solute transport dynamics. Therefore,
further analysis considering real sea level fluctuations measurements is required to explore the perpetual
state of disequilibrium of the freshwater-seawater interface in coastal aquifers. In addition to that, other fac-
tors, such as beach morphology, anisotropy and heterogeneity of the media, may affect transport and flow
patterns in coastal aquifers, which should be examined in future investigations.
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